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A Security Framework for Content Retrieval in DTNs Tuan Le, Mario Gerla Dept. of Computer Science, UCLA Los Angeles, USA {tuanle, gerla}@cs.ucla.edu such as at unpopular nodes, which receive limited content requests from the network. Second, routing paths for content requests and content data are disrupted. Inaccurate social-tie values, which imply delivery probabilities between a pair of nodes, misguide the relay selection process. Consequently, request and data packets may be significantly delayed in reaching content providers and consumers, respectively. Malicious nodes can also launch blackhole attacks by advertising strong social-tie values between themselves to all known network nodes. This would give malicious nodes a high probability to be selected for a content lookup service placement and for being the next relay node in the social-tie routing protocol. Upon receiving request and data packets, malicious nodes can drop all these packets. Selfish nodes can also be a potential threat. Although selfish nodes do not actively launch attacks, they are unwilling to forward packets of others and can also drop incoming packets. Both malicious and selfish behavior undermine the network performance. In this paper, we address node misbehavior problems by using Public Key Cryptography. Assume that each node is issued a private key (RK) and public key (PK) pair, and that each node possesses other nodes’ public keys. Then malicious and selfish behaviors can be detected by securing the social-tie records and content delivery records, respectively. A record is secured by having two encountered nodes simultaneously sign the record using their owned private keys. Securing social-tie records helps prevent malicious nodes from falsifying socialtie information. Securing content delivery records, which contain information on the number of receiving and forwarding packets, helps detect selfish behavior by examining the packet forwarding ratio computed from the delivery records. Furthermore, each node maintains a blacklist of malicious and selfish nodes. To prevent traffic from flowing to misbehaving nodes, we propose a blacklist distribution scheme and a majority voting rule to determine the integrity of the advertised blacklist. The blacklist dissemination process helps nodes to filter out misbehaving nodes from their social contact graph. This effectively copes with a more advanced on-off attack, in which, instead of doing continuous attacks, malicious nodes take some period off and behave honestly to disguise their malicious behavior. Note that during the off period, since malicious nodes are honest, they will appear in other nodes’ social contact graph, and thus need to be filtered out. The paper makes the following contributions: • We identify threats from malicious and selfish nodes in the context of content search and retrieval.



Abstract—In this paper, we address several security issues in our previously proposed content retrieval scheme for Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs). The content retrieval is built upon the social-tie relationships among DTN nodes for routing and content lookup service placement. Malicious nodes can launch attacks by advertising falsified social-tie information to attract and drop packets intended for other nodes, or simply disrupt and destroy the query and delivery paths. Furthermore, selfish nodes, while not seeking to attack, are unwilling to forward packets of others. Both malicious and selfish behaviors contribute to the deterioration of the content retrieval performance. To address the problem, we propose to secure both social-tie records and content delivery records during a contact between two nodes. The unforgeable social-tie records prevent malicious nodes from falsifying the social-tie information. The delivery records from which the packet forwarding ratio of a node is computed, help detect selfish behavior. Lastly, we propose a blacklist distribution method that allows nodes to filter out misbehaving nodes from their social contact graph, effectively preventing network traffic from flowing to misbehaving nodes. Extensive real-trace-driven simulation results show that our scheme can detect misbehaving nodes and mitigate their effects efficiently, thus improving the content retrieval performance. Keywords—Disruption Tolerant Networks; Content Retrieval; Security; Misbehavior Detection; Public Key Cryptography



I. I NTRODUCTION In Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [1], mobile nodes contact each other opportunistically. Due to unpredictable node mobility, it is difficult to maintain persistent end-to-end connection between nodes. Thus, the store-carry-and-forward method is used for data transfers from source to destination. Node mobility is exploited to relay packets opportunistically upon contacting other nodes. Content search and retrieval services in DTNs have recently drawn considerable attention. A typical content retrieval framework consists of a content lookup service and routing protocols for content requests and content data delivery. Previously, we proposed a content retrieval scheme for disruptiontolerant mobile ad-hoc networks [2], which leverages social network routing to query and retrieve content in DTNs. However, we did not consider security issues. Malicious and selfish nodes can impact the effectiveness of content retrieval. For example, malicious nodes can cause encountered nodes to incorrectly assess the network topology by advertising falsified social-tie information. This has many consequences. First, due to erroneous social-tie information, node centrality (which measures the popularity of a node) would be incorrectly computed. Thus, content lookup service placement, which is based on node centrality, will be misplaced at unintended locations,
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We solve the problem by showing ways to secure socialtie records and content delivery records using Public Key Cryptography. • We develop a blacklist distribution scheme and a majority voting rule to measure the blacklist integrity. • We conduct extensive simulation studies using a realworld mobility trace to show the applicability of the proposed scheme. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III summarizes our previously proposed content retrieval scheme. Section IV introduces the misbehavior model. Section V describes the detection method. Section VI outlines the blacklist distribution scheme. Section VII presents the experimental results. Section VIII concludes the paper.



III. BASIC C ONTENT R ETRIEVAL F RAMEWORK



•



In this section, we briefly introduce our previously proposed content retrieval scheme [2]. However, this scheme lacks countermeasures against malicious and selfish behaviors. We will enhance the scheme with security features in later sections. A. Compute Social-Tie Relationship Two nodes are said to have a strong tie if they have met frequently in the recent past. Social tie is computed using the history of encounter vents. How much each encounter event contributes to the social-tie value is determined by a weighing function F (x), where x is the time span from the encounter event to the current time. Assume that the system time is represented by an integer and is based on n encounter events of node i. Then, the social-tie value of node i’s relationship with node j at time tbase , denoted by Ri (j), is defined as: Xn Ri (j) = F (tbase − tjk ) (1)



II. R ELATED W ORK Several works have been proposed to detect misbehavior in DTNs. Li et al. [3] prevented an attacker from falsifying its encounter history to boost its delivery likelihood by securing the contact evidence through the usage of encounter tickets. The idea is that during a contact between two nodes, a ticket is generated and is signed by two parties. When a node encounters another node, these tickets are exchanged, and are used to classify their behavior. In [4], a packet dropping detection technique was presented. In this scheme, a node keeps previous signed contact records of the buffered packets and the packets sent or received, and report them to the next contact node. A node can detect that other nodes have dropped the packets if their buffer states do not agree with the information from the records. A similar detection system was proposed for Vehicular Delay Tolerant Networks [5]. Using secure encounter records that contain contact sequence numbers and exchanged message IDs, nodes can independently detect blackhole attacks. Another detection scheme uses trusted ferry nodes to perform intrusion detection [6]. The ferries travel along fixed routes in the network, and correlate the encounter and delivery predictability information from all nodes to identify potential malicious nodes. Similary, MUTON [7] uses ferry nodes to collect the packet delivery probability of other nodes. MUTON then compares the calculated delivery probability to the claimed probability in order to determine the “sanity” of the node. In this paper, we prevent attackers from corrupting the social contact graph by securing social-tie records with signatures from two encountered nodes. Furthermore, to detect packet droppings by misbehaving nodes, we secure packet delivery records. A suspicious node can be identified by examining the packet forwarding ratio computed from the delivery records. Lastly, to prevent traffic from flowing to misbehaving nodes, we spread the blacklist of misbehaving nodes throughout the network so that nodes can filter out blacklist entries from their social contact graph. Furthermore, to prevent attackers from falsifying the blacklist, majority voting is used to determine if a blacklist is approved.



k=1



where {tj1 , tj2 , · · · , tjn } are the encounter time when node i met node j and tj1 < tj2 < · · · < tjn ≤ tbase . B. Compute Centrality Each node maintains a social-tie table that contains social distances from the current node to all other encountered nodes. During the encounter period, the social-tie table is exchanged and merged into the other node’s social-tie table. Based on the social-tie table, a node can compute each other node’s centrality. We estimate the centrality by considering both the average social-tie values and their distribution. Namely, we favor nodes with high, uniformly distributed social ties to all other nodes. For the distribution, we adopt Jain’s Fairness Index mechanism [8] to evaluate the balance in the distribution of social-tie values. The centrality metric is defined in (2), where N is the encountered node count in the encounter table. PN PN ( k=1 Ri (k))2 k=1 Ri (k) Ci = α + (1 − α) (2) PN N N × k=1 (Ri (k))2 Here, α (set in our experiment as 0.5) is a parameter decided by the user according to the specific scenario and network conditions. C. Compute Social Level Nodes that have similar centrality tend to have similar level of contacts with other nodes and thus similar knowledge on content providers. To reduce the forwarding cost of the content query phase, we propose to group together nodes with similar centrality into the same cluster. Request packets are only forwarded from one cluster to another cluster. There is no request forwarding within a cluster. Each cluster represents a social level in the network. We employ Lloyd’s K-means clustering algorithm [9], which is proven to have polynomial smoothed running time [10]. In the K-means clustering algorithm, K is a parameter determined according to the specific scenario and network scalability. A larger K value will benefit the packet delivery ratio but cause higher transmission cost.
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centrality values, and thus make them become attractive for a content lookup service placement. Once the content requests are routed to malicious nodes, they can drop them entirely (a form of blackhole attack), or partially (a form of greyhole attack). Second, this will disrupt the delivery path of content data since malicious nodes with high social-tie values are more likely to be selected as the next hop node in the social-tie routing protocol. Malicious nodes can also launch blacklist attacks by advertising fake blacklist entries to deceive other nodes to mistrust honest nodes. Selfish nodes are those nodes which refuse to forward the packets of others. Selfish nodes can choose to drop incoming packets that are not intended for them, or buffer the packets for a significantly long time, without or rarely forwarding them to the next relay hop.



D. Content Name Digest Convergence To facilitate content query, each content provider actively announces its content name digest to nodes in higher centrality clusters. Each node maintains a local data structure called digest table (which maps the provider ID to the digest) to store the received digests from lower centrality nodes. Furthermore, when nodes encounter each other, the digest table will be sent to the node with the higher centrality. Throughout this process, the content name digests from each content provider are converged toward higher centrality nodes. Subsequently, higher centrality nodes have broad knowledge of which node owns which content in the network. E. Content Request Forwarding The content request packet is carried by the requester and is forwarded to the first encountered node that has a higher social level than the requester itself. Subsequently, the requester keeps a copy of the request packet and forwards it to the next encountered node that has an even higher social level than the last relay node. After a node receives a request packet, it will first check its local digest table to see if there is any matched name. If no matched name is found, it will continue forwarding the request packet. Each relay node performs the same strategy: forwarding the request packet to the next relay node that has a higher social level than the last relay node. Following this strategy, the request packet is forwarded upward, level by level, toward the most popular node in the centrality hierarchy. Since the content name digest is updated and converges toward higher social level nodes, if the content is present in the network, the request will eventually match the content name in the digest table at high social level nodes. At this point, the content provider ID is disclosed, and the request packet will be social-tie routed toward the content provider. In social-tie routing, the packet is forwarded to the newly encountered node only if the node has a higher social-tie value to the destination node in comparison to the current node.



V. D ETECTION M ETHOD In this section, we first provide an overview of the detection method. We then show how to generate unforgeable socialtie and packet delivery records. Lastly, we present details on information verification from records, which assists in the detection of malicious and selfish behaviors. A. Overview Our detection method is based on Public Key Cryptography. We assume that each node is issued a private key (RK) and public key (PK) pair, and that each node possesses other nodes’ public keys. The public keys can be preloaded during the network setup phase, or distributed using a key distribution scheme as proposed in [11]. A social-tie record contains the social-tie strength value between two encountered nodes, and is signed by both parties using their private keys to prevent an individual party from falsifying the social-tie information. Both parties keep a copy of the record. A packet delivery record contains the number of packets a node sends/receives to/from its encountered partner, and is signed by the node that generates the record. The record is kept by its encountered partner only. When two nodes meet, they exchange socialtie and packet delivery records. Nodes merge the advertised social-tie information into the social-tie table upon successful verification of social-tie records. Nodes use the information on the number of receiving and sending packets from the packet delivery records (upon successful verification) to compute the packet forwarding ratio of the encountered partners. Since malicious and selfish nodes often drop packets of others or buffer them for a significantly long time, they will have a low forwarding ratio, and thus can be easily detected by the scheme.



F. Content Data Forwarding After the request packet reaches the content provider, the content provider will social-tie route the data packet back to the requester. The content provider only responds once to the same request packet that originates from the same requester. Subsequent received duplicate request packets are ignored. IV. M ISBEHAVIOR M ODEL We consider the following misbehavior model. Our network consists of a number of malicious and selfish nodes. Malicious nodes actively launch attacks by advertising falsified social-tie information to neighboring nodes. There are many forms of attacks resulting from manipulating social-tie information. For example, malicious nodes can launch blackhole or greyhole attacks to attract and drop packets destined for other nodes. This is achieved by creating many fake social-tie records, indicating their strong social-tie relationships with many existing DTN nodes. This has two effects. First, this will inflate their



B. Securing Social-Tie Records We use node A and node B as an example. When A and B meet, they will independently compute the social-tie strength value between them using their history of encounter events as shown in Equation 1. If both nodes behave honestly, their social-tie values RA (B) and RB (A) should be the same. Both nodes then generate an unforgeable social-tie record as
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follows. The node with a higher ID (e.g., node B) will generate a temporary record that has the following format:



D. Securing Packet Delivery Records We use node A and B as an example. When A and B meet, each node independently generates a packet delivery record and sends it to its partner. For example, A generates a record for B in the following format.



T emporaryRecord = A, B, RB (A), t, ERKB {H(A|B|RB (A)|t)}



Here, A and B are node IDs. RB (A) is the social-tie value of node B’s relationship with node A. t is the current timestamp (tbase in Equation 1). ERKB {∗} denotes the encryption using node B’s private key RKB . H{∗} denotes the hash function (e.g., SHA-1). Finally, “|” denotes the concatenation. Node B then sends the temporary record to the lower ID node (i.e., node A). Node A checks the content of the received record. If the content in the record is accurate, that is, if its computed social-tie value RA (B) matches the one computed by B RB (A) in the record, then A will attach its private signature to the record, and generate a permanent record in the following format:



DeliveryRecord = A, B, t, Nrec , Nsend , ERKA {H(A|B|t|Nrec |Nsend )}



Here, Nrec is the number of packets (e.g., content requests and content data) A receives from B. Nsend is the number of packets A sends to B. The record is signed with A’s private key, and thus cannot be fabricated or modified by other nodes. A then sends the record to B. B in turn verifies the value of Nsend (the number of packets B receives from A) and Nrec (the number of packets B sends to A) from the record received from A before accepting it. Similarly, B generates a record for A and sends it to A. Each node maintains two tables to store information on delivery records: the Delivery Record Table and Delivery Verification Table. Delivery Record Table (DRT): This table stores the delivery records a node receives from its encountered nodes. To detect selfish and malicious behavior, each node requests the DRT table from the encountered node. It then uses the information on Nrec and Nsend from the records to compute the packet forwarding ratio of the encountered node (i.e., the number of packets a node helps forward for other nodes). To reduce the storage overhead, we can use a sliding history window and only keep the most recent records within the window. Delivery Verification Table (DVT): This table stores the information that aids a node to detect if its encountered node has dropped any record from DRT table in an attempt to change the forwarding ratio. For each delivery record that A sends to B, A generates a verification record (stored in A’s DVT) that has the following format:



P ermanentRecord = A, B, RB (A), t, ERKA {H(A|B|RA (B)|t)}, ERKB {H(A|B|RB (A)|t)}



Here, ERKA {∗} denotes the encryption using node A’s private key RKA . Node A keeps this permanent record and sends a copy of this record back to B. At the end, both A and B will have an identical permanent social-tie record of their latest encounter. A and B can discard their past social-tie records between them to save storage. Note that since a record is signed by two parties’ private keys, a malicious node cannot falsify the record since it does not own the private key of the other party. C. Verifying Social-Tie Information Recall in Section III that nodes obtain knowledge of the network topology through the exchange and merge of social-tie tables. To avoid accepting erroneous social-tie records, a node must validate the advertised records from their encountered nodes. Suppose that node X encounters node Y and they exchange the social-tie tables, which contain unforgeable permanent social-tie records. Before merging node Y’s social-tie table, node X needs to validate each entry in Y’s socialtie table. Suppose node X wants to validate record AB. Node X first decrypts ERKA {H(A|B|RA (B)|t)} and ERKB {H(A|B|RB (A)|t)} using node A’s public key and node B’s public key, respectively. Note that as mentioned earlier, we assume that each node in the network possesses other node’s public keys. Node X then computes H(A|B|RB (A)|t) and compares it against the two decrypted hash keys. If the three values match, record A-B is considered trusted, and is accepted into X’s social-tie table. Otherwise, the record is considered to be forged. Consequently, the encountered node Y that advertises the falsified record will be viewed as malicious, and is put into X’s local blacklist. Note that we maintain an invariant that an honest node must have all trusted social-tie records in its social-tie table. It is required that each node must validate the advertised records before accepting them into its social-tie table. Upon a merging conflict, we keep the record with the latest timestamp.



V erif icationRecord = A, B, t, ERKA {H(A|B|t|)}, ERKB {H(A|B|t|)}



The record is signed by both parties. This facilitates the exchange and merge of DVT table among nodes. Similar to merging the social-tie table, a node needs to verify the verification record from the advertised DVT table before admitting it to its own DVT table. The two signatures on the verification record prevent nodes from falsifying the record. The reason for exchanging DVT table will be explained in more detail in the next subsection. Note that multiple records with the same IDs (but with different timestamps) can coexist in DVT table. Similar to DRT table, DVT only needs to store the most recent records within the sliding history window. E. Verifying Packet Delivery Information A malicious node that drops the packets of other nodes, or a selfish node that refuses to forward packets of other nodes can be detected by verifying the delivery records. We use A and B for a concrete example. Suppose A wants to
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determine if B is misbehaving (either malicious or selfish), A requests DRT table from B. Suppose B’s DRT has K records (R1 , R2 , · · · , RK ). Then, A can estimate B’s forwarding ratio using the following equation: N umber of packets f orwarded by B N umber of packets buf f ered at B RK R2 N R1 + Nrec + · · · + Nrec = Rrec RK R2 1 Nsend + Nsend + · · · + Nsend



The scheme works as follows. Each entry in the blacklist has a flag that can be in one of the three following states: DIRECT, APPROVAL, or PENDING. A DIRECT flag means a misbehaving node is directly detected by the current node. An APPROVAL flag means a misbehaving node is learned through the blacklist advertisement of other nodes, and is approved (verified as trusted information) by the current node using majority voting. A PENDING flag means that the entry has not been approved as misbehaving by the current node due to lack of evidence. When node A receives an advertised blacklist from node B, it performs the following actions for each entry ei in B’s blacklist. If ei is in DIRECT state and the matching entry in A’s blacklist is in PENDING state, A will increment the trust score for the matching entry in its blacklist by 1. If the trust score meets a threshold δ (e.g., δ = 3), the entry’s state will change to APPROVAL. This means that an advertised misbehaving node is confirmed as misbehaving if there are at least three nodes directly detect that the node is misbehaving. We use the majority voting rule to reduce the risk of accepting a falsified blacklist. If ei is in DIRECT state, and there is no matching entry in A’s blacklist, A will store ei in its blacklist with the trust score set to 1 and set the entry’s state to PENDING. A ignores PENDING and APPROVAL entries in B’s blacklist. Note that A keeps track of previous encountered nodes to avoid increasing the trust score if meeting the same node repeatedly.



F (B) =



(3)



Recall from the previous subsection, in the packet delivery record that node X sends to B, Nrec denotes the number of packets that X receives from B. In other words, Nrec is the number of packets that B sends/forwards to X. Similarly, Nsend is the number of packets X sends to B, and therefore B is expected to buffer Nsend packets. If B is malicious or selfish, B will have a low forwarding ratio. However, it may be the case that B buffers lots of packets because it could not find a suitable next relay node. Thus, to reduce false positives in decision making (i.e., conclude that B is misbehaving while it is not), A keeps a count of the number of meetings between A and B, during which B has the forwarding ratio F (B) below a certain threshold β (e.g., β = 0.3). If the count equals n (e.g. n = 3), B is viewed as misbehaving, and is put into A’s blacklist. To change other nodes’ perspective on B’s forwarding ratio, it is possible that B removes some of the delivery records that it received earlier from other nodes. However, A can detect that the record has been removed by comparing A’s DVT table against B’s DRT table. Recall that for each delivery record that A sends to B, a corresponding verification entry is generated and stored in A’s DVT table. Furthermore, the exchange and merge of DVT tables among nodes allows A to learn about the verification entries that other nodes generate for B. Thus, if some records in A’s DVT (which involve B) do not have the corresponding entries in B’s DRT, then B must have dropped the corresponding delivery records. Consequently, B will be blacklisted.



VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION In this section, we evaluate both the performance of the content retrieval and the effectiveness of the misbehavior detection scheme. We first describe the simulation setup, followed by the metrics used and the results. A. Simulation Setup We implement the proposed scheme using the NS-3.19 network simulator. To obtain meaningful results, we use the real-life mobility trace of San Francisco’s taxi cabs. This data set consists of GPS coordinates of 483 cabs, collected over a period of three consecutive weeks. For our studies, we select an NS-3 compatible trace file from downtown San Francisco (area dimensions: 5,700m x 6,600m) with 116 cabs, tracked over a period of one hour [12]. Vehicles advertise Hello messages every 100ms [13]. The broadcast range of each vehicle is fixed to 300m, which is typical in a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) setting [14]. In our simulations, each honest node owns unique content. All content requests and content data is of the same size (10KB). The buffer size of each node is 5MB. Each honest node requests random content in the network. Malicious and selfish nodes are selected randomly. A malicious node can do the followings: (1) inflate social-tie values; (2) create fake social-tie records; (3) drop records in the DRT table; (4) drop incoming request and data packets; (5) create and advertise fake blacklist entries. In addition, a malicious node follows an on-off attack strategy. It switches between being malicious



VI. B LACKLIST D ISTRIBUTION S CHEME A malicious node can carry a more advanced on-off attack to disguise its behavior. During the off period, it behaves honestly, and thus appears in other nodes’ social contact graph, which is used for content request and data routing. When a node is identified as misbehaving, it is desirable to prevent traffic from flowing to the node. Thus, a blacklist distribution scheme is needed to assist nodes to refine their social contact graph. The idea is that each node maintains a local blacklist that records the identities of misbehaving nodes. Blacklists are exchanged and merged upon contact between two nodes. However, the challenge is that blacklists can be falsified by malicious nodes in an attempt to deceive other nodes to mistrust honest nodes. Traditional Public Key Cryptography cannot secure the blacklist evidence. Instead, we propose a majority voting approach to determine the integrity of an advertised blacklist.
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and being honest every 200 seconds. A selfish node buffers incoming packets for a significantly long time, and rarely forwards the packets upon contacting other nodes. We evaluate both the performance of the content retrieval and the effectiveness of the misbehavior detection scheme. We vary the number of misbehaving nodes from 5 to 30 among 116 nodes. The number of malicious and selfish nodes are balanced. The presented simulation results are the average results of 20 runs.
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Fig. 1. Performance of the content retrieval under different number of misbehaving nodes.



B. Content Retrieval Performance We use the following metrics for evaluating the content retrieval performance: • Delivery ratio: the ratio of content queries being satisfied with the requested data. • Average delay: the average interval of time for delivering responses to content queries. We compare the performance of the content retrieval with and without misbehavior detection. The results are plotted in Fig. 1. As the number of misbehaving nodes increases from 0 to 30, the delivery ratio of both schemes decreases. However, our Defense scheme decreases at a slower rate, and outperforms NoDefense by more than 20%. This shows that the misbehavior detection technique effectively identifies malicious and selfish nodes, and thus allows honest nodes to select good relay nodes for successful packet delivery. For similar reasons, Defense has a lower average delay than NoDefense. In NoDefense, misbehaving nodes disrupt the packet forwarding paths by attracting and dropping the packets (malicious nodes), or buffering the packets of other nodes for a large amount of time (selfish nodes), causing the increase in the packet delivery delay.
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Fig. 2. Performance of the misbehavior detection scheme under different number of misbehaving nodes.



ratio of a node, which helps to detect selfish behavior. We have also described a blacklist distribution scheme that uses majority voting to measure the blacklist integrity. Extensive simulation results show that the detection scheme achieves a high detection ratio and a low false positive rate. The content retrieval performance is significantly improved in the presence of misbehaving nodes. R EFERENCES
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We use the following metrics for evaluating the misbehavior detection performance: • Detection ratio: the ratio of misbehaving nodes being detected by honest nodes. • False positive rate: the ratio of honest nodes being mistakenly detected as misbehaving nodes. Fig. 2 plots the results of the detection ratio and false positive rate against the number of misbehaving nodes. We observe that the proposed method can achieve around 93% detection rate, while incurring a low false positive rate of around 3.5%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed detection scheme. VIII. C ONCLUSION We have proposed a misbehavior detection scheme to improve the content retrieval performance in the presence of malicious attacks and selfish behavior. In this scheme, social-tie records and packet delivery records are generated and secured upon contact between a pair of nodes. Unforgeable social-tie records prevent malicious nodes from corrupting the network view (social contact graph) of honest nodes. Information from packet delivery records is used to infer the packet forwarding
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